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Stats found at Yahoo Finance Early June 2019:
Search of Mining Companies Major Holders
JP Morgan Chase holdings in PM miners--Fresnillo (Mexico) (Zero)
KGHM (Poland) (Zero)
Glencore (Switzerland) (Zero)
Goldcorp (Zero)
Polymetal (Russia) (Zero)
Barrick Gold (Zero)
Newmont (Zero)
Compania Minas Buenaventura (Peru) (Zero)
Pan American Silver (zero)
Hochschild Mining (England) (Zero)
Volcan Compania Minera Peru
Hindustan Zinc (India) (Zero)

SSR Mining (zero)
Hecla Mining (Zero)
Wheaton Precious Metals (Zero)
Coeur Mining (Zero)
Franco-Nevada (Zero)
Rio Tinto Group (Zero)
Anglo Gold Ashanti (Zero)
Kirkland Lake Gold (Zero)
Kinross Gold (Zero)
Seabridge Gold (Zero)
Sandstorm Gold (Zero)
Royal Gold (Zero)
Agnico Eagle (Zero)
Pretium (Zero)
Silvercorp 1,405,966 (0.83%)

On the other hand, other megabanks---Bank of New York
Mellon, Royal Bank of Canada, Toronto Dominion Bank, Bank
of Montreal, CIBC, Bank of America, Deutsche Bank, Credit
Suisse and Wells Fargo to cite nine---are openly stated as
major holders in various PM miners (in some cases, “second
tier major holders”). However, funds notably Van Eck own
much more than these banks. Morgan Stanley, State Street
Corporation and Goldman Sachs stated as major holders far
exceed JPMC (according to Yahoo Finance). Yes, the
commercial banks and the investment banks and the funds all
own shares in each other, far more tangled than any cypress
tree roots in a Louisiana swamp. Barclays, not Morgan Chase,

is the best bank example of holdings in a bewilderingly
extensive roster of corporations!
Following the Silver Purchase Act of June 1934 and EO 6814
seizing silver in August 1934, the U.S. Treasury accumulated
several billion silver ounces. We know it was used more for
silver price limitation management than for coinage issues.
Could Morgan Chase Bank have acquired silver with similar
intentions? Not in Ted’s one track mental galaxy; but time
will reveal all. Someday a turning point must be reached and
those massively short silver should anticipate change to
sidestep being incinerated. Is that time in 2019? Possibly. I
felt that way in 2000. I had a lot to learn.
I want to ask a basic question about Ted’s
idea/notion/belief/conclusion/theory/speculation, conjecture
and hypothesis (or finding can we see better documentation
please) that JPMC Bank holds 850MOZ silver as he recently
declared. At $15 the ounce that’s $12.75 billion. We know
this Canadian mogul Eric Sprott holds lots of hard PM and a
trainload of mining shares. Sprott would regard it as bad
strategy for himself and the cautious resource investors he
leads, to not hold both bullion for maximum security and
mining company shares for maximum leverage. Is JPMC Bank
at least as smart as Eric Sprott, as regards metals and mining?
Very likely so, regardless that the pitchfork tail is the bank’s
appendage. If JPMC intended to go long silver, why wouldn’t
it also be long miners by holding shares like other megabanks?

Yes, Morgan Chase may hold lots of mining shares by means
of “nominees.” This I don’t know and question that Ted could
verify it. On the surface it appears JPMC is much less
interested than certain other sizeable banks in holding shares.
Now as to shares being no good compared to metal, that
friends is bunkum. As long as ownership of public companies
must be expressed and must be tradable, shares will remain a
reality. There has to be a way to buy interests in public
companies; there has to be a way to divest interests of them.
That there could be a disruption to trading does not signify a
cancellation. Many metals sellers have misled buyers away
from shares and in so doing these pied piper followers have
missed chances to end up with much more hard metal than
they have since all they ever bought is hard metal! Look at
the run-ups of October 2007 and April 2011 especially---shares
contrasted to bullion. Cashing out of shares (or stopping out)
at or near those peaks and redeploying funds into hard stuff
would have netted investors several times more bullion, than
had they been buying bullion only all along! Sellers avoid
whisper of that fact as their business plan is to grab your
money ASAP. Bullion and coin is wonderful, but the leverage
is less than better shares.
Some personalities have no qualms as to giving you advice
that boosts their interests at the expense of your own;
beware! You can’t find anywhere I said “shares only” or
“bullion only” or “90% coin only” and absolutely not
“numismatics only,” that field is too tricky for the 99.5%.
Protect yourself; be discreet. Don’t boast on You Tube or

message boards about how much of something you have;
absolutely no bumper stickers nor license plate frames nor T
shirts with messages making yourself a target. Don’t tempt
neighbors or co-workers either. I did that as a boy in 1965 and
had 500 Mercury dimes stolen.
I haven’t noticed Ted concurring with a wilder voice that JPMC
held silver is Chinese owned. As stated last time, silver is too
strategic for China to hold it on the soil of a potential major
adversary. Why can’t people see the painfully obvious?
It may be that Chase (it is NOT “JP Morgan,” he’s been dead a
very long time) holds silver as I said last time out, only to
dump silver for continual price capping. Defending the
Federal Reserve may matter more to Chase than making gains
long silver! JPMC has the strongest linkage to the Federal
Reserve of any bank. If this plays out, the mining companies
also will be price capped as to share price potential, and
investors will continue being robbed every day of their fair net
worth being expressed. Regulators are a joke, they only
regulate small offenders. If this is the price managers plan,
mineral resources will be mined out at depressed rates. So
many mining execs and directors came by way of a Royal
school of this or that, or a Queens college, no wonder they
have no complaints to express. Lots of Goldman Sachs,
Morgan Stanley and other such soulless bleak linkage is found
in these people’s bios. But what else could these companies
do for financing other than to have such connections?

Shareholders, see your company’s websites and read the bios
of execs and directors. When you find “Royal” this or
“Queens” that, notify the IR department you feel this is part
of the problem as to why mining companies won’t speak out
against this hateful COMEX lowballing of silver! Place it on
message boards! The Queen thinks .9999 silver should be
price capped at $5 Canadian; proof of this is on silver Maple
Leaf coins! She also thinks gold should be capped at $50
based on the one ounce Canadian Maple Leaf coin design. So
will the menacing old devil hag tell the price managers to
readjust the silver to gold ratio from near 90 to one down to
ten to one? What a laugh.
I certainly do accept that Ted’s long theory may be right, but
Ted has antiquated horse carriage blinders tightly strapped on
insisting the only reason Chase (JPMC) could possibly have for
holding silver is to be long. So while I accept that of two
theories 1) Chase has silver for price capping to defend the
FED dollar at least domestically and 2) Chase may have
realized the world tide can’t be combated much longer, and
will finally go long after generations of price management,
Ted can see only the one possibility. This matter of his being
connected to a bullion seller has something to do with his 50%
perspective.
For Chase to hold silver down depends on them and their
many allies having enough gold to block meaningful gold price
advances. Gold prices get beyond reach of many, they’ll turn
to silver. Now we see “25 Year Chart Shows Commercials

Wildly Bullish on Silver” with an accompanying warning “do
not get cute and try to time the market.”
Being perma bulls in metals has been a risky religion. Many
have been hurt by guru predictions; the predictions are bait to
get your money for (purported) “premium content;” the
predictions fail, your money is gone due to you fell for a
personality con game spitting out price and timing predictions
as hooking lures. Watch out for any prospect of overt Federal
interference in metals prices. Desperate animals will lash out
viciously. If industrial silver users can’t get enough silver,
they’ll have their pets in the U.S. Congress legislate for a silver
grab. They’d look for a way to sidestep the unexpected
February 2019 Supreme Court ruling giving more protection to
private property. COMEX silver capping is building to
shortages; we didn’t cause any shortage; but media will be
fast to blame us. Why would they blame advertisers?
Overlapping ownership guarantees media bias. The
government doesn’t run the finance institutions, its the other
way around. Fines to these banks only serve to hide this fact,
and when are the fines close to the size of what the fines were
for?
Typical instance of media prioritizing trivial matters while
denying the public info on major situations impacting their
lives? Texas media figure Dave Lieber who was worried about
cup sizes at Starbucks!

Of course, silver suppression works only as long as gold
suppression works. A supply has to be available for capping, it
can’t all be derivatives. Meantime all possible schemes will be
floated to draw investors away from PM. We could even see
a Grand Canyon Corporation scheme. People! I do not KNOW
how this will play out; don’t expect that others do either,
regardless they get unlimited easy coverage at so many sites
like Silver Seek, Silver Doctors, 24 Hour Gold and GATA;
holding silver at May 2019 prices should be fairly safe
regardless; reason being they don’t want to stifle miners to
the extent that their output stops; but there is no voice in PM
long community who can guarantee what JPMC Bank will do
with silver as we move forward, assuming it has thus and such
amount of silver. If they have substantial silver, they likely
have some significant gold also.
Yes! If the stock market takes a really big hit, it should benefit
precious metals. I prefer for all our sakes that Ted’s idea
about JPMC is right, but caution that we must allow for a

conflicting possibility. If the dollar takes severe blows with
major trading partners, that could finally energize silver.
JPMC may have silver for self preservation. I admit to Ted’s
idea possibly being right. But there remains till disproved, this
shadier possibility!
https://www.thetechnicaltraders.com/extended-gold-megabase-could-prompt-an-incredible-rally/ I felt was a
worthwhile read, with less sense of spreading false hope than
most. I am grateful to not be insulted by meaningless drivel
like “shemitah.”
I am not wanting to express pessimism but realism. JPMC is a
thoroughly sinful organization staffed with strychnine
mentalities and it’s not there to be our friend. I feel they are
there to hold silver down as many months and years as
possible; that is not a prediction, but an intuitive insight I’d
like to think is wrong because like most longs denial makes
me more comfortable. I want to believe a major price rise,
and a sustained one, is close by. But hope won’t end the short
corner. Their history and the shady history of all the tributary
finance institutions dating back in time to the early 1820s that
gave rise to JPMC says there is a profound hatred in that
intermarried community of interest against silver, the
common man’s money! Many of you should make sensible
plans as to the disposition of your assets in the event you
don’t live to see a metals bull market. Religiously the
dynasties behind our megabanks are overwhelmingly
Episcopalian; not Jewish. And Jesuits absolutely don’t control

regardless that they wish they could. Episcopalians are the
USA version of Anglican Church of England; Sir Francis Drake
first stole gold and silver in sea raids from Catholic Spain in
1572! Looming large though very silent over the megabanks
are many of the original colonial families from England in the
1600s. This is not any “Rothschild only” world! From The
Pilgrims leaked 2014 NYC roster, obtained from a City of
London source, two descendants of J.P. Morgan Senior and
Junior---

Russell Pennoyer---

https://www.gilderlehrman.org/about/board-trustees-andofficers/russell-p-pennoyer ---

Paul Pennoyer was with White & Case,
Major Wall Street law firm repping for
Pilgrims Society dynasties, investment
& megabanks--- (his daddy was also
A Pilgrims member!) ---

Brittany Capital (lots of big hedge funds) with which Russell
Pennoyer is associated is in the 666 Fifth Avenue Building
NYC; it’s owned by other members, notably Howland
Donaldson Murphy. Ever hear of the Howlands? Their history
is amazing. Many dynasties are involved in globalism,
warmongering and monetary metals suppression. Everything
does not trace to the Rothschilds only. That’s like saying
there’s only one jungle animal that can hurt you. “J.P.
Morgan Senior and Junior were just Rothschild agents,”
nonsense. They handled finances for many dynasties from the
Campbell Soup Dorrances to the Berwinds (planet’s biggest
coal operators in the day), James B. Haggin who trounced the
Rothschilds six times in the world copper and gold markets
and dozens of others.

I sure hope Dave Janda can get credit for bringing you this
information as he does deserve credit for other people’s
research!
I am not qualified as interview guest on any You Tube “alt
news” channel inasmuch as the major requisite is that you
must bring in something to merchandise for purchase price to
audiences, since these channels are all unacknowledged sales
and marketing enterprises. The goal is to draw as much
money as possible from audiences; information (often wrong)
is distant second priority. No guest and no interviewer to
date has admitted these are paid business promotions. What
does that tell you about their personal integrity? David
Morgan’s refusal to admit to me that he pays for interviews
was a big reason I disassociated from him; his poor record of
silver price calls is another. Picture that dozens of
interviewers are falling all over themselves to give him free
business boosting sessions so he can collect $497 to $997 from
as many people as possible; that is what we’re being asked to
believe; that interviewers want to grow his business, yet with
no monetary incentive from him to render him this assistance!
Does anyone where you live give free advertising to
businesses?
I appreciate Silver Market News Online allowing me its one
sounding board. I wanted to make scarce information freely

available to the broad PM community. I had no idea that not
being a seller of assorted wares would get me blacklisted as
an interview guest! Even people with $275,000 fines for
shady commodity trading practices get loads of You Tube
coverage
https://investorshub.advfn.com/boards/read_msg.aspx?mess
age_id=26507312
Has Investors Hub been pestered to delete that post? Very
likely.
IMHO I get the feeling that what the U.S. Government and
Wall Street both fear MOST is not a true audit of the Federal
Reserve, nor of Fort Knox and USA gold; no; it’s that the silver
price could be released from this quicksand they have it in for
generations; that it would aggressively rise; and that the rise
would be sustained. That alone is what they dread most. It
would show a weak Federal Reserve dollar! Accordingly, if
nations having friction with America would catch on to this
idea and aggressively buy silver and hold it off the market, it
would cause more embarrassment to the USA empire than
ANYTHING else! This is hardly any appeal to “treason” as it’s
already treason against the Constitution that Americans were
taken off silver money 54 years ago! Sure; they were still free
to spend silver for face, and you can do that today still; who
wants to?

Thoughts about JPMC and silver Ted alleges it holds, and its
alleged plans? Ken Lewis? Bill Haynes? Haynes is a pretty
good thinker but we seldom hear from him outside his site.
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